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Editor’s Thoughts

As I write this in my hotel room in Spain, 
enjoying what is becoming an annual break, I’m 
watching the politicians on the TV fighting over 
the Brexit issue, and wondering if it will ever 
reach a conclusion, one way or the other, or 
something in between.

Whilst it may have an impact, small or large, on 
our overseas cycle tours, it shouldn’t really 
affect our domestic fun, so make sure you keep 
your eyes on the calendar of forthcoming 
events. There are plenty of rides and social 
functions to meet most people’s aspirations, and 
nationally the choice is huge for those prepared 
to travel a bit.

This edition sees more stories of tours and local 
rides carried out by our local members in the 
recent past. I hope some of these stories will 
tempt you to have a go at similar trips, because 
cycle touring really is great fun, and enough of 
an adventure to keep everyone happy. You don’t 
have to go on epic trips, or have the latest, 
lightest and exotic equipment - just go! My first 
tour was as a teenager, with just a similar age 
friend, and we went on a Youth Hostel trip. 
Since then I have gained in confidence and 
experience, and realised it’s not difficult to just 
get out there and do it. Any difficulties 
encountered are soon overcome, and stored in 
the memory bank of experience, to be used 
again in future if needs be,

Dave Binks
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From The President and 
Secretary

Ray Clay

Our colleague Keith Lakin will be sadly missed. At the time 
of writing we are awaiting his funeral after he died soon 
after suffering a stroke.

Keith was everybody's friend. He was re-known for chatting to everybody 
including strangers. He insisted on being involved in all CTC events, 
marshalling, organising, helping Jean with refreshments and was meticulous in 
tidying up after an event. Many members have known Keith far longer than me. 
Our thoughts are with wife Jean, daughter Leila and other other family 
members.  

As far as CTC events are concerned, I felt that our carol service at Wanlip 
seemed to be well received. Perhaps a bit disappointing that more people didn't 
attend. Nevertheless, Wanlip church is very small so the fairly small 
congregation didn't look out of place. I'd like to thank the readers for their 
contribution and the caterers did a splendid job in providing scrumptious cakes. 
We were lucky with the weather (not like last year when I had to cancel the 
event because of snow) and I wasn't aware of any smell from the adjacent 
sewage works!

I'm still Secretary. At the AGM, people didn't queue up to take over. It's 
fortunate that we have a very efficient minutes secretary in Jean Deacon. I don't 
know what we would do without her. Even though free food was offered, the 
attendance at the AGM was not as good as expected. Hopefully, it will be better 

next time on 9th November. 

I didn't manage to attend the Mince Pie Run this time. Unfortunately, the 
weather wasn't very kind so the numbers were down. Technically, this is an 
East Midlands CTC event but we have an input. Notably, John Catt takes the 
lead and food is now ordered over the internet. Despite the relatively low 
numbers, a healthy cheque was donated to Rainbows children's hospice.        
 
Yes, I'm now the owner of an electric bike. It's a budget model but suits my 
purpose. The motor is not that powerful but OK for pottering around 
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Loughborough and the Loughborough Wednesday rides. My days of touring 
and camping are now a distant memory!

I'm still President as well as Secretary. Last year, John Catt sorted out and led 
the President's ride for me. Now with my electric bike I should be able to lead a 

modest ride on Sunday 15th  September. Hope to see you there.

(PS: Don't forget the skittles/prizegiving evening on 23rd March at the Soar 
Bridge Inn, Barrow upon Soar. Names and choice of food to John Allen asap.)
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Technical Topics 
by Peter Witting

Saddle Adjustment
Is it too high? Too low? Too far forward? Too far 
back? Tilting upwards or down too much? Get 
any of these wrong and expect pain & suffering. 
But just trying to get things right is a nightmare. 
Loosen the bolts to adjust the saddle and you are 
back to square one. But that might be ending 
thanks to USA brand Easton. Their new ISA 
(Independent Saddle Adjustment) seat-posts allow the tilting and fore & aft 
adjustments to be made independently. Their EA90 aluminium seat-post will set 
you back around £110, but may be worth it if it keeps you cycling comfortably! 
At 260gms it was 28gms heavier than my titanium Van Nicholas seat-post, but 
probably comparable with other aluminium units.

Wheel upgrade
I had a flat spot on a rim after hitting a pothole. It was usable but the thud-thud-
thud noise was annoying. As the rims were half worn down from the brake blocks, 
I decided to replace the wheels on my club-riding bike and change the habit of a 
lifetime! Instead of conventional rims and standard round spokes, I chose Mavic 
Ksyrium wheels with their flat spokes. A Black Friday offer clinched the deal. I 
already had two lightweight bikes using these wheels, so knew they were reliable 
as well as being lightweight. The 350Gm weight saving represented some 17% off 
the revolving weight – much appreciated at my age!

Tubeless Troubles
Even if you’ve not been tempted by the latest “must have” feature, you may still 
be affected. That’s if you are riding with someone who has gone tubeless, and 
their tyre is slashed open on a broken bottle. Tubeless tyres with sealant are fine in 
preventing punctures from thorns, flints and even “snakebite” flats. But when that 
fails, as with the broken bottle, you need to resort to fitting an inner tube with a 
tyre “boot” over the hole. I’d read reports of folk struggling to remove their 
tubeless tyre without success. Now I understand. My new wheels were tubeless-
ready, and already fitted with tyres. I needed to remove the covers to fit a 
conventional inner tube. But I had to insert a fine screwdriver between the rim and 
the tyre cover to lever the tyre bead off the shoulder of the rim. A tyre lever was 
too thick. The fitting has to be tight to keep the air in without an inner tube, but 
I’d no idea how tight! Once it shifted off the shoulder of the rim, I was able to 
proceed as usual and fit a normal inner tube. Be warned!  
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The History of Cycling
John Catt’s report on the recent talk given by Stuart Warburton

Stuart Warburton gave a talk to 50 people on the first 100 year’s history of the 
bicycle, and brought along an Ordinary Bicycle (“Penny Farthing”) which 
created much interest.

The first practical bicycle is attributed to German Baron Karl von Drais, 
who invented his Laufmaschine ("running machine") in 1817, called 
Draisine (English) and patented this design in 1818. This was the first 
commercially successful two-wheeled, steerable, human-propelled 
machine, commonly called a velocipede, and nicknamed the “hobby-
horse” or “dandy horse”. The 1820s-1850s witnessed many developments 
often using technologies similar to the draisine but based on tricycles or 
quadricycles and these saw the introduction of treadle power.

The Scots (or British if you are English) claim the first mechanically 
propelled two-wheel vehicle believed to have been built by Kirkpatrick 
Macmillan, a Scottish blacksmith, in 1839 and is said to have had a rear-
wheel drive design using mid-mounted treadles connected by rods to a 
rear crank, similar to the transmission of a steam locomotive. It is not 
known whether it would have been hand or foot powered and very little 
can be verified.

France probably has the best claim for the invention of the bicycle. By 
the early 1860s, the blacksmith Pierre Michaux was producing 
"vélocipède à pédales" (“boneshakers”) on a small scale. He was 
sponsored by some wealthy entrepreneurs and by 1869 they were 
producing 200 machines per day and unable to meet demand. During this 
period James Starley in  Coventry, a sewing machine manufacturer, 
diversified  into the manufacture of velocipedes for the French market. 
The Franco Prussian War almost eliminated the French velocipede 
industry and Starley made very good profits with little competition.

People started racing these machines and enlarging the front wheel to 
enable higher speeds (limited by the inside leg measurement of the rider), 
shrinking the rear wheel and lightening the frame. Frenchman Eugène 
Meyer produced wire-spoked wheels in the late 1860s that enabled the 
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development of the high bicycle (“Penny Farthing”). James Starley added 
the tangent spokes, the mounting step, ball bearings, solid rubber tires 
and hollow-section steel frames.

John Starley, James's nephew, produced the first successful "safety bicycle" (the 
"Rover") in 1885. It featured a steerable front wheel, equally sized wheels and a 
chain drive to the rear wheel. This improved comfort and speed, as the drive was 
transferred to the non-steering rear wheel and allowed for smooth, relaxed and 
injury free pedaling plus easier turning. The hard rubber tyres were soon 
replaced by Dunlop’s pneumatic tyres improving rider comfort. The diamond 
(triangular) frame meant lighter weight and simpler construction, reducing 
manufacturing costs and allowing lower pricing. Starley’s company eventually 
evolved into the Rover car company.

Stuart pointed out that the bicycle, even in its earlier forms, had proved attractive 
to women, and even hobby horses had been produced with off-set wheels to 
enable ladies in skirts to at least attempt to ride. The bicycle gave them the 
freedom to travel outside the home under their own power. Bicycle riding also 
necessitated more practical clothing for women and led to significant changes to 
female attire. 
Woman cyclists were keen advocates of women's right to dress appropriately for 
the activity, as promoted by the Rational Dress Society. A leading member of the 
Society was Lady Harberton (creator of the divided skirt) who with the 
assistance of the Cyclists’ Touring Club (CTC) sued a hotelier for refusing to 
serve her in the lounge bar due to her dress and lost (at great cost to the CTC). 

The use of bicycles by women was an essential element of the suffragette 
movement, with local suffragette Alice Hawkins being a member of both the 
Secular Society and the Clarion 
Cycling Club (which proselytised for 
socialism, the early Labour party and 
women’s rights).

Stuart’s talk, a joint promotion of 
Leicester Secular Society and  
Leicestershire & Rutland Cyclists’ 
Touring Club, was well received with 
fifty in the audience.

L to R - Stuart Warburton, 
Jon Allen & John Catt
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CHARNWOOD CHATTER 
by Lyn Gale

I start our article with some very sad news.  Keith Lakin, a key lynch pin in our section 

and the cycling community at large, passed away on the 28th January.  Keith’s constant 
hard work for Charnwood and the County shaped the calendar of events over the years, 
and his welcoming attitude has encouraged many a cyclist. Keith will be sorely missed 
by us all. Our thoughts are with Jean and Leila.

Our runs during the last quarter have been attended by a fluctuating number, once it was 
just Jim on his own, being the runs leader and taking his duties seriously, and other times 
almost a full house.  

Just before Christmas we welcomed Stephen Dee back into the fold. Stephen used to 
ride with the section before I started with them, in the days when Dick Thompson led 
the section far and wide.  After a confusion with start points, Stephen finally managed 

to join Martin’s ride to Hartshorne via Stenson Bubble on the 16th December.

The Mince Pie ride was due to be led by myself, but due to bad weather Pete and I (like 
many) went in the car. Dave, being the hardy one, cycled, though he had to make two 
starts after realising that additional wet weather gear was needed for the conditions.  
Dave however was rewarded with a win on the tombola.  After visiting the hall we went 

Ferienhaus Blekes
(Accomodation in Germany)

A fabulous base for touring and mountain biking in the Vulkaneifel 
region of Rheinland Pfalz, Germany 3 bedrooms, sleeps 5, self catering. 
From around €19 pp per night. -10 hrs by car / HHN airport 40 mls.
Contact Martin Ayling (tel 07956 
827649) email  
ayling.martin@gmail.com for 
exclusive LR CTC reader link to 
Flickr pictures.  
http://vulkan.bike/touren-planer/

http://www.gesundland-
vulkaneifel.de/en/region/towns-
resorts/daun.html

"It's all downhill from here"
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to the New Inn at Peggs Green and met with Richard (who had also ridden) and Jim 
before all going our separate ways for the Christmas festivities.

The ride between Christmas and New Year had all of the regular riders out, with Pete 
leading the group over the last piece of rough stuff for the year (much to the joy and 
delight of them all).  A visit to the micro pub in East Leake allowed me meet up with 
the section in the car as I had managed to get a bad cough, which kept me off the bike 
for the whole of January.

The car assist to Bakewell took place, though only Keith, Jim and Dave rode.  Dave 
managed to leave the other two behind on a climb near Buxton, only to miss the turn 
onto the start of the Monsall Trail resulting in Keith and Jim waiting for his return.  
“Tortoise and hare” was heard to be quoted by the leader!

On the 10th Jan we had our New Year’s dinner at the Charnwood Arms Bardon, and it 
was lovely to be joined by Ray and Penny Clay, John and Ivy Allen, Ron Johnson, Jan 
Preston, John and Anne Hartshorne, Keith and Jean Lakin and Tom Bailey as well as 
most of the regular riding members (including Pearl and Brenda) and their 
wives/husbands.  Thanks Pete for organising this.

As we move towards Spring we have the Birthday lunch to look forward to, on the 14th 
April at the Ferrers Arms, along with our annual spring break.  This year our week away 
is to be based at Wroxham, on the edge of the Norfolk Broads.  With seven cycling 
members along with wives, my mum and dog, it will be the largest group we have had 
and promises to provide some great memories and tall tales.  This time though Jim 
already has all of his BCQ questions answered in the area so we will be unable to assist 
in the hunting down of these quirky facts - oh well maybe next time.

Howard Naylor 1930 - 2018

Howard, a CTC member for over 70 
years passed away on Sunday morning 
December 23rd aged 88 years - on the 
day of the 40th anniversary Mince Pie 
Meet of which he was one of the founders 
along with his wife Betty.

He joined the CTC as a 17 year old in 
1948 and as he was a trainee fireman on 
the railways enjoyed concessionary rail 
fares - taking him and his bike to places 
further afield, particularly Scotland.
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A native of Leicester he lived next door to George Clowes, a Leicester CTC 
stalwart who invited Howard on to Loiterers Section rides which he thoroughly 
enjoyed, as he also did with the Photographic section.

Howard however was beginning to prefer longer rides so with eight others he 
re-formed the Generals section and later also the Hardriders section with 
Sunday rides of 140 miles plus.

He met and fell in love with the young secretary of Loughborough CTC Betty 
Staples and they married in 1955.  Their marriage was blessed with two 
children, Peter and Anne and after a few years they helped form the DA Family 
section along with Bernard and Rhona Brittain and with their’s and other family 
groups.

Two years before his marriage in 1953 he became the DA Runs secretary 
organising the 12 and 24 hours standard rides and the Rough Stuff rides, now 
the Off Road. A job he did for four years.

Howard rode with all the Leicester sections at various times and later in life 
with Betty enjoyed the fellowship of the Charnwood CTC NW Leicester Easy 
Riders Group with Sunday rides and cycling holidays including the Birthday 
Rides.  He also served on the Leicester Accident Prevention Council and the 
Loughborough Road Safety Committee.

During 1970 he realised his dream of running his own cycle business, Beacon 
Cycles in Loughborough which he ran  until his retirement aged 82, after 42 
years.  For over 30 years he sponsored Cycle Chat magazine with the covers and 
a full page advert which helped give our popular publication financial stability.

In 1979 Howard was elected President of Leicestershire and Rutland CTC for a 
two year term of office which he carried out with distinction.

It was a great honour for me to give the Eulogy at Howard's funeral at 
Christchurch Methodist Church, Shepshed on 17th January, attended by many 
CTC colleagues and other friends.  Our President Ray Clay read The Cyclist 
Prayer.

Much of the Eulogy information was taken from our centenary publication "A 
Hundred Years of Cycling” (1997)  in which Howard gave an interview with 
Eileen Johnson.

I knew Howard for 65 years, a wonderful clubman, friend and mentor to many- 
one of life's gentlemen.

Our thoughts are with Betty and family.

John Allen.

(A  full copy of the Eulogy and also the address given by the Rev. Dr Jonathan 
Gichaara with even more information is available from John on request.) 
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NEW MEMBERS

Peter Witting reports:-
Regular readers will know that we welcome new members and list 
them by their location. However, due to “Data Protection Issues”(!) National 
Office are unable to supply any info. for this edition. However we still welcome 
them to the Group and hope they will join in our local activities.
By virtue of your CTC/Cycling UK Club Membership, there are no additional 
fees or subscriptions to pay for riding with your local group, so why not go along 
and try one of our group rides? Contact the ride organiser first so that he/she can 
welcome you on the day. You won’t regret it.

International Tandem Rally 2018 – Öland Sweden 
Nottingham’s Rosy Gray tells of her recent travels on the “long bike” with 

husband Colin

The 2018 International Rally was held on the Island of Öland just off the south east corner 
of Sweden. It is 137 km long and only about 15 km at its widest point and linked to the 
mainland at Kalmar by an impressive 3 km long bridge. However those arriving on their 
tandems, like us, have to use a passenger ferry as cycling across the bridge is not allowed.  
Not that I fancied riding over it as it’s extremely exposed to the prevailing and frequently 
strong wind.

Previously we have ridden to the International rally from the most convenient ferry 
crossing from the UK. However the small matter of our Golden Wedding Anniversary 

party on August 4th made that impractical. My over ambitious better half thought we could 
just make it to Öland in time from Hoek van Holland if we left home immediately after the 
party. However I objected strongly and this turned out to be not only a sensible option but 
a very fortuitous arrangement.

On the Tuesday before our party my dear husband, who clearly thinks he is still a 
teenager, fell off his bike whilst showing our two Dutch visitors how NOT to ride across a 

ford. Not only did he have to complete 
the charity ride, which was part of our 
anniversary celebration, with a badly 
swollen arm and 5 stitches in his 
elbow but he had to dash back to our 
GP’s on the Wednesday hours before 
we left home to get a second dose of 
antibiotics as his arm was still badly 
swollen. 

From Hoek van Holland we drove to 
Hemmoor, 30 km west of Hamburg 

Cycle ferry from Kalmar
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and I spent the actual day of our wedding anniversary walking into town to find a doctor 
to remove Colin’s stitches. Very romantic! At least he was a jolly bloke, a cyclist, and he 
didn’t charge. We did manage a short ride afterwards and found a lovely transporter 
bridge just out of town on the cycle route. Colin slightly redeemed himself by cooking me 
a very nice dinner as there were no restaurants in staggering distance of our apartment.

We set off next morning for two days riding in Germany crossing the Elbe on the 
Wishafen to Gluckstadt ferry and then passing north of Hamburg on the way to Lübec and 
the ferry port at Travemünde.  This ought to have been a doddle with a strong following 
wind but actually seemed quite hard work. On the first day there were many stupid gates 
to negotiate and some ‘Sheep Shit Strasse’ where avoiding the animal’s excrement can be 
tricky. It’s a good job I am not allowed to clean the bike. Both days were deadpan flat, 
which gets my vote, but a lot of day two was on unpaved surfaces; unfortunately not to my 
backside’s liking. 

Arrival in Trelleborg, Sweden was 
interesting. We did 3.5 km round the docks, 
dicing with huge juggernauts, before finding 
the sanctuary of a cycle path. We couldn’t 
even get out of the port because the exit gate 
was not manned and the sensors did not 
recognise bikes! 

Once out of Trelleborg five days across 
southern Sweden was a dream with lovely 
scenery, great cycle paths, wonderful road 

surfaces, and very little traffic. We even had a following wind! Invariably drivers were 
very careful and considerate. We rarely had to stop when cycling through towns as there 
were often underpasses across major intersections and few ‘cyclist’ traffic lights; not that 
the locals seemed to take much notice. The traffic from side roads was aware of cyclists 
and always gave us priority. Maybe the existence of such a superb cycling infrastructure is 
one possible benefit of a socially minded and reasonably egalitarian society. All of the 
Swedes we talked to were very proud of the cycling provision and several expressed the 
view that the maintenance and development of this might not continue after the impending 
General Election, with the extreme right wing expected to make significant gains. 
 
Apart from a tail wind most of the time 
the weather did not play ‘ball’ with some 
rain on the first day and thunderstorms 
most of day two. The only real cycling 
hazard we experienced in Sweden was 
when the ‘teenager’ kicked in and Colin 
spent too much time ogling scantily 
dressed young Swedish girls rather than 
concentrating on aiming our heavily 

Across The Elbe
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loaded tandem. Very little changes in my life! At least that does not happen when it’s 
raining.

Our route, planned on ‘Open Street Map’, worked well with just one short stretch that was, 
in my opinion, too sandy to ride even though the stubborn ‘Captain’ said it was OK. After 
our ten millionth marital disagreement he condescended to turn round and take a 5 km 
detour. Very magnanimous or what?

As we approached Kalmar to take the ferry to Öland the terrain became flatter and the 
weather improved. Good omens for the next week we hoped. Once across the cycle ferry 
to Färjestaden it was a short ride to Saxnas Camping, the site of the 2018 ITR. 

Tony, who was organising his last rally, had made a great choice of campsite. Possibly the 
biggest and best organised site we have ever stayed on. The luxury mobile home, made in 
England, we shared with Peter and Ros Hallowell was very reasonably priced and the 
site’s washing machines and tumbler dryers were included in the rental. Camping utopia in 
my humble view.

 
Öland is known as the island of wind and sun: we 
had plenty of both. Colin had planned some 
potential routes for the rally; an entirely 
‘armchair’ exercise as for some reason the 
Tandem Club could not afford to fly him out to 
Sweden for 3 weeks to check them out. There 
were occasions where Open Street Map let him 
down (well that’s his excuse) and at times I was 
not too enamoured by some fairly painful gravel 

roads. However in general his guessing worked well and he did indicate on the rally maps 
some really nice cafes, which I think we all appreciated. In general the routes were fairly 
flat; very much to my liking. 

Sadly the rally was not as well supported as most ITR’s. That might be partly due to the 
distance from UK but maybe because people thought Sweden was expensive. We found 
that our supermarket spend was about what it would have been in France and generally 
cafes were very reasonably priced. Only the alcoholics were seriously disadvantaged as 
the State monopoly liquor stores are relatively expensive. However we soon found that 
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Systembolaget was far cheaper than 
wine or beer in a hotel or 
restaurant, so it was self catering 
for us. 

The rally included all the usual 
activities, but sadly no cheap bar. 
The highlight was the last nights 
BBQ (or was it a cold buffet?) 
where we were entertained by a 
charming young Swedish 
singer/artist, who really seemed to get her head round tandeming and the Tandem Club.

The local paper and radio station also arrived on the last day for photographs and 
interviews. Bob Bending got to ride off on his 
Pinarello with a very attractive young lady from the 
radio station, and we are not sure if he has been 
seen since. My better half, always the optimist, was 
green with envy; so clearly nothing changes after 
50 years!

Our intended departure from Öland could have 
been a disaster. We planned to leave on Sunday 
giving us a full day off after the rally; however the 
cycle ferry to the mainland does not run on a 
Sunday. Not a problem, I was informed, we can put 
the tandem on a bus across the bridge. Unusually 
for Sweden the buses did not have bike racks but 
Tony Prichard came up trumps by taking us over 
the bridge before his departure for UK, saving us a 
VERY expensive taxi ride. 

Once back in Kalmar we took a more northerly 
route than on the way out. We had planned to go to Malmo and take the train across the 
iconic bridge to Copenhagen. However whilst it transports single bikes it does not take 
tandems. In the end we headed for Helsingborg and the ferry to Helsinor north of 
Copenhagen. 

What an amazing ride! Almost entirely through forests with hardly a café stop or even a 
picnic site anywhere. Traffic volumes were negligible and several times we cycled for 20 
km without seeing a single car. At one stage we followed a main road with very little 
traffic on a brand new wonderfully surfaced cycle path. The main problem was finding 
accommodation in such sparsely populated areas but a mixture of self catering bed and 
breakfasts and cabins on campsites worked well and was generally very reasonably priced, 
especially as we didn’t have to pay hotel prices for our wine and beer.

Island of wind and sun
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The worst bit of Sweden was the last 5 km into 
Helisingborg where in several places the road 
was being rebuilt and the cycle path 
disappeared forcing us to take our chance on a 
busy dual carriageway full of traffic. We had 
more close passes in 2 km than the previous 1 
000 km! Eventually we had to walk for over a 
km; there was no cycle path and the road was 
reduced to a very narrow jam packed single 
lane. Then we struggled to find the entry to the 
ferry port as there are no signs for cyclists.

Once in Denmark our route into Copenhagen was not without its problems. All the way 
from the ferry to the hostel in the south of Copenhagen we had torrential rain so Colin 
struggled to read either his map or the Garmin. Several times we came across very rough 
gravel tracks and managed to detour through housing estates until finally we joined 
Copenhagen’s network of World famous cycling routes. Great if you know where you are 
going but not for ‘Copenhagen Virgins’. The locals, many on cargo bikes, push and shove 
at the many sets of traffic lights showing no respect to a heavily laden tandem, and 
NOBODY uses a bell! We were also nearly mowed down by an ambulance, with blue 
lights flashing, when he dived into the cycle lane to get round a queue of traffic. The 
locals all pulled their bikes quickly to one side; however not so easy with a loaded tandem. 
In Copenhagen we had a day off and became ‘normal’ tourists for a short while. A boat 
trip round the canals was pleasant but in general we were under whelmed by the city, 
which was not particularly clean, and where everything is hugely overpriced. (Even a 
youth hostel was £109 per night, and two coffees £15.) We might give ‘City Breaks’ a 
miss in future; we found cycling through rural Denmark a far more relaxing and 
worthwhile experience.

From Copenhagen to Flensburg in Germany we had a following easterly wind and warm 
sunshine every day. Frankly that was a saving grace. Denmark is far more exposed to the 
prevailing westerly winds than the heavily forested Sweden. I would not have fancied 
some of the high and long bridge crossings we experienced, especially with a strong side 
wind.  Mostly the cycling was idyllic, with many tiny traffic free lanes graced by the most 
beautiful traditional Danish thatched roof houses, many of which are over 200 years old. 
When we followed main roads 
there was nearly always a good 
quality cycle track. We had to 
negotiate a bridge that was being 
rebuilt at one stage avoiding the 
only diversion of the whole trip. 
We also managed to find some 
very reasonably priced self 

Copenhagen

Passing the bridge works
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catering accommodation, once away from Copenhagen.

We had to take two long (50 minute) ferry crossings in Denmark; necessary to avoid more 
long bridges where the rail network discriminates against those with a tandem. At least I 
got a nice rest on the ferries, but it was quite important to be well prepared (well at least 
Colin was well prepared). If you just miss a ferry the next one is 2 hours later and that 
could have meant problems booking into our reserved accommodation.

The worst bit of Denmark was the last 3 km to the border with Germany. Having ridden 
on wonderful surfaces all day we suddenly turned off onto a rough track full of loose 
gravel with 20% climbs and descents. How that can qualify as a cycle route I don’t know? 
We walked most of it as even ‘Headbanger’ Colin thought it was dangerous on pretty 
much anything other than an unloaded mountain bike.

Once in Germany we headed south back towards where we had left our car. Generally the 
route worked well following cycle routes along tiny lanes, often superbly surfaced, or on 
cycle tracks beside busy roads, regrettably often with frequent tree roots pushing up the 
tarmac. Not nice for my delicate posterior and considerably reducing our average speed. 
We also came across some sections of narrow concrete strips, which surprisingly were 
marked on our maps as road, but were often badly broken up and hard going on a tandem. 
However the biggest problem was finding a decent café; even the few bakeries we passed 
only served horrid strong black coffee. Yuk! Fortunately the pastries were good.

To be continued

Janet Cooper

Janet, the jovial warden of the former Copt Oak Youth Hostel passed 
away in early December in a Hereford Hospice after a long battle with 
cancer. In addition to her duties in welcoming cyclists and ramblers from 
across the UK and indeed the world she enjoyed life with the CTC.

She became an active member of Charnwood CTC often riding with her daughter Jane 
and of course she became a great supporter of Leicester CTC enjoying not only riding 
but the social events. Janet particularly liked the tours at home and abroad organised 
by Eric Neal and others on which she made even more friends.

Those of us on the DA Committee in the late 1970's and into the 1980's will never 
forget Janet's hospitality when we held the meetings in the hostel common room, 
sitting on old bus seats on those Monday evenings, on her night off from hostel duties.

Janet loved her "Freddie Grubb" bike, know to all as Freddie.

Thanks Janet you did us proud, and our thoughts are with husband Tony, Jane and 
family.              John Allen
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French cycling is not all berets and onions………..

By David Grimshaw

It was interesting reading Neil Dixon’s report of some while ago, and his mention of 
past French cyclists riding steel framed bikes with large handlebar bags and I 
wondered if readers would like to read about a steel French bike with a large 
handlebar bag - usually called a randonneur bike and ridden by a Englishman - me!
I saw it on a well known worldwide internet site for sale in Strasbourg - and to be bid 
for!  My size, made in 1974 and likely to be affordable, which many of the well 
known randonneur bikes are not.
But…the seller wanted the buyer to collect and whilst I don’t mind trunking up and 
down the UK, the address was a trunk too far.  Enter friend who just happened to be 
going to Italy to visit friends and see if he could buy some interesting bikes to bring 
back - as you do - and in a big van!  `Of course I can get it for you` says he `I’ll just 
swing round to Strasbourg on my way home` - as you would.  All I know of 
Strasbourg is that you get into Norfolk and turn right somewhere around Yarmouth.
So bids were placed and the bike was bought.  Off went friend with van, diesel money 
and expenses, promising to ring me a) on his return and b) if there were problems.
Nothing heard for about 3 weeks and then a phone call reported him home with a van 
full of bikes, but more importantly - MY BIKE.
What I had bought was a 60 cms, lugless Columbus tubed randonneur in good 
condition, both cosmetically and mechanically, and made by Serge Mannheim of 
Strasbourg and who is still in cycle business. Most of the running gear was French - 
Stronglight, Huret, Lefol, - with the exception of a Brooks Pro saddle, Shimano canti 
brakes and Weinmann levers.  18 speed - 3 x 6, but over -geared for me, so that would 
have to be sorted.  I guess the bike would be described as an Audax or Sportif 
nowadays what with the gearing and the close clearance, especially on the rear stays.  
The tyres were Michelin and quite worn but the latex tubes were undamaged and held 
air.
So here I had a fairly conventional bike, except for:
The handlebars had a SunTour ratchet h`bar end changer on the offside and a red 
button in the h`bar end on the nearside?  An under-bottom bracket dynamo was 
affixed to a bracket on the front of the front rack and either side of the rack was a large 
headlight? The cable for the h`bar changer went up inside the handlebar emerging on 
the flat near to the stem and this lifted or dropped the dynamo pulley onto the front 
tyre!  No excuse now for stopping for a pee. The button on the other side switched 
either the left or right headlamp on with the wiring going again inside the handlebar 
and emerging near to the stem.  The exterior wiring was a mess but eventually I got it 
sussed and lo! we have light.  Needless to say the wiring for the rear light disappears 
into the frame, up inside the rear mudguard and emerges into a mudguard fixed rear 
light.  None of this lighting would conform to any British or EU standard..
The seat pin is an expanding pin which clamps inside the seat tube.  Think of a quill 
handlebar stem with a saddle clamp on the top.  Good idea but a swine to adjust.  I 
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found the best way was to fit the pin in, attach the saddle, try it and if not right, take 
the saddle off, adjust the pin, put the saddle back on…you will by now have the idea.  
Naughty words are a definite asset!
The quick release brake adjusters at the calliper end are very novel; I’ve got them in 
books but never seen them alive before.  Just be careful that I don’t knock the adjuster 
off or else - NO BRAKES and probably no Grimshaw.
The chainset problem proved not to be so.  I took the original off, packed it, the 
pedals, and toe straps safely away (they stay with the bike as does anything else I 
remove and this included the original plastic handlebar tape).  One problem was that 
the original cranks were French threaded hence the pedals being replaced and anyway 
I wanted clipless pedals to ride with. I had a search through the workshop and in my 
collection of chainsets found a Stronglight 49D and a collection of rings - some new 
and most in VGC.  Just a question then of counting freewheel teeth - this has been 
removed to be serviced - and then working out comfortable gear ratios for me.  The 
chainset, with all of its nuts and bolts (do you remember those?) was rebuilt using 
LocTite. (In the 60`s I used fine cotton around the threads and glue!)
You will see from the photo that this is a bike with racks - big, shiny chrome racks 
which are fixed to the frame as usual but also to the mudguards; which are aluminium.  
I’m not an enthusiast for front racks that fit in this way. I like racks to be fitted 
somewhere around the canti bosses. No point in having a pair of nice curved, shock 
absorbing forks and fitting a stiff rack which makes the forks fairly rigid!  Anyway 
that’s what I had and would not alter.  The front rack incorporated fittings for large`ish 
handlebar bag but some bracket bits were missing, so back into `the store`- aka `the 
workshop` - again.  I knew the bag of French rack fittings (and the bag) would come 
in handy one day…and today is the day. The bag is Berthoud, probably like the 
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original.  My only disappointment was that the handlebars were not randonneur - 
preferably GB.  These look like conventional drop bars but the bend has been raised - 
very comfortable - but the fag of having to drill and fit a pair was too much.  The 
original bars proved very comfy.
The bike was serviced throughout and then polished.  Plenty of chrome but in 
excellent condition once cleaned.  Front and rear forks were fully chromed and the 
frame had been chromed prior to being sprayed with deep red flam paint. Shimano 
pedals fitted, gears re-checked - none of this indexing palaver - and a set of NOS 
Michelin tyres and I’m ready to go. And yes, the original tyres went into the `saved` 
box with the rest of the stuff!  Oh, and yes again, the bike weighs in at 29lbs (that’s 
one for the weight weenies).  I’ve tried to keep missing bits as original as possible - 
the 2 replacement but original TA plastic bottles look the part but leave a foul plastic 
taste in the water.  Putting juice in with the water made it a foul, plastic and fruity 
taste!  Definitely high days and holidays usage.
The ride was initially strange.  The bike was very lively, especially the steering, so 
cornering was buttock clenching, but gradually, mainly by adjusting tyre pressure, the 
beast was tamed.  Loading the front bag then seemed to make little difference to 
performance although I’m not one to cram it ram-jam full but always carry a camera 
and toolkit.  Waterproofs are rolled and fitted to the rear rack - a la randonneur.  See 
I’m turning French already. 
It really is a delight to ride.  I enjoy dt levers - gives me an opportunity to move my 
neck and shoulders and the gears drop in every time - thanks to the Huret mechs and 
SunTour aero levers.  Even tried the lights - only up and down the local road and they 
work fine, especially the front.  The rear is a bit dim, so my wife says, or did she mean 
me.  I forget - it’s an age thing.
All in all I’m very pleased how things worked out. I’ve managed to adapt the bike to 
my requirements without losing any of its integrity.  What I’ve altered is easily 
replaced with the saved originals and I have a bike made just about at the end of this 
genre of bikes with gear that I remember, understand and like.
I think it’s calmed me down a bit about randonneur bikes.  Almost every bike I’ve 
recently built turned out like a randonneur, despite me not planning for it , so I have a 
Dawes, a Bob Jackson, and a Spa all built along similar lines to the Mannheim but all 
slightly different.   Why?  Probably boredom. What’s the difference I hear you say 
(well, say it if you haven’t) between the French bike and the others.  The Mannheim is 
an original.  Perhaps not from one of the famed makers like Singer or Herse, but built 
along their lines and with their French bike building history.  The downside to all of 
this is that I have amassed enough vintage bits intending to eventually build THE 
randonneur bike - everything but the frameset, although I had already made enquiries 
and know which frame I was going to buy.  I don’t think I shall now bother.
I hope you enjoy the photo of bike as purchased.

If you are interested in these bikes, I recommend ` The Golden Age of Hand Built 
Bicycles` from Amazon at under £20 - a good read for any cyclist.
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Mince Pie Meet, December 2018

Derek Willans reports

This event took place on the 23rd. December 2018 at 

Belton Village Hall. It was the 40th anniversary of an 
event which had its beginnings in someone’s front room 
in Loughborough.
Rain was forecast for most of the day, so judging how 
many cyclists would weather the conditions was difficult 
to predict.  As forecast, rain continued for most of the day. 
I suppose it could have been worse, it could have been 
snow and ice! The problem the organisers have is judging 
how much food to prepare especially with the inclement 
weather. However, to everyone”s surprise, around 300 cyclists braved the conditions 
and attended the event. The event has now become a legend for cyclists throughout 
Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire.
I wish to thank everyone involved, past and present, in making this event such a 
success.
I have run the tombola/raffle for the last few years . We were lucky to have over £1000 
worth of donations  for prizes from cycling shops and individual gifts from fellow 
cyclists on the day. We tried winner and looser tombola tickets this year and I hope 
everyone found it a success.
We raised £650 for our chosen charity “Rainbows”. They are a Loughborough hospice 
for children and young people who are sick and dying and will never get a chance to 
do what we take for granted. Christmas is a time for friends being together and giving.  
I wish to thank everyone who made a donation and contributed on the day by buying 
tickets at the event.
A special thanks goes to Glen at Pedal Power in Loughborough for his generous 
donations.
Further thanks goes to the other cycle shops who made generous contributions to the 
prizes:

Cbt, Moria, Derby (Darren And Neil) 
Carbon Repairs
Cyclo Monster, Derby
Ruddington Cycles,Bradmore
Uni Cycles Uk , Loughborough
C And L Mobile Cycle Repairs, 
Nottm..
Cotic, Nottm..
City Cycles, Leics..
Lloyds Cycles, Swadlincote
Cycle Trax, Loughborough

Ultra Sport, Nottm..  (Mike)
Mercian Cycles, Derby
Just Bikes, Ashby  (Peter)
Russell’s Bicycle Shed, Nottm..
South Wigston Cycle Centre
Julie’s Cycles, Leics..
Cycle Inn, Nottm..
Evans Cycles, Leicester
Websters Cycles, Wigston  (Martin)
Long Eaton Cycles, Nottm..
Asa Cycles, Swadlincote
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SEE YOUR PHOTOS IN PRINT !

Your pictures needed for Cycle Chat.

Any reasonable shots illustrating an article are accepted.

However, if you want to increase your chances of a cover shot, bear in mind that a 
group of people actually riding is much more interesting than a row of static 
people. Faces should be visible, bums disappearing up the road are not very 
attractive!

In order to go on the front or rear cover, they also need to be in vertical (portrait) 
format, so that it is the correct way round, or at least able to be cropped so that the 
interest is within a vertical A5 or 4 border. I can do the cropping, don’t worry 
about that.

I show some examples of good and bad shots that could be used on the covers. 

In order to save anyone’s embarrassment, all the shots below are by the Editor.

Not really suitable as a cover shot; horizontal, not actually cycling.

Possible cover shots; vertical, people actually cycling.
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Picos de Europa and French Alps 2017
Dave Binks tells of his early summer holiday

All photos by Dave Binks

Dave continues with his story of his trip with tent and bike in the back of the car. He 
has just returned to his tent in Montech, to find it had been slashed and the contents 
strewn around but nothing of value stolen.

Friday 30 June
Today I moved on, away from the unhappy memories of this little town. I checked 
again at the reception and they said they wouldn't pay for the damage, but as some 
compensation wouldn't charge me the €30 camp fee.
My damaged tent had been made by, and bought from, Decathlon, and I simply wanted 
another, so headed to their store in nearby Montauban, but they no longer make it. So I 
had to settle for a similar sized one, with the good porch that I like. It was half the price, 
but using bent rods as a frame, takes longer to erect.
The rest of the day was spent driving the long hot journey towards the Mont Ventoux 
area. I made a few comfort stops on the way, one of which was in a rest area 
overlooking the ancient fortified old City of Carcassonne with its complete walls still 
intact. I had been there before and was impressed but not with how crowded it was with 
other sightseers, like me. I didn't have time to stop, so continued on the motorway, for 
which tolls have to be paid (€31 in my case).
I had left the motorway and was trying to find my way through the large and confusing 
town of Orange when I got stopped by a police motorcyclist, saying I had gone through 
a red light. I thought it was still amber, but you don't argue with a man in uniform, an 
officious attitude and a gun on his hip. He spent ages going through all my papers, 
entering everything onto his little electronic widget, obviously going to fine me, when 
he suddenly said that I was a lucky man. I certainly didn't feel lucky, having had my 
tent slashed, wallet stolen, having to buy another tent and then being stopped and about 
to be fined, so I asked why was I lucky? For an instant I thought perhaps he was just 
going to let me off, but having spent time putting all my details in his machine, that 
wasn't going to be the case. He turned the electronic widget’s screen towards me, but I 
was none the wiser because I didn't know what I was supposed to see. 
Then he said the battery had run out! He had obviously issued so many tickets that day, 

his machine had just died on him. He returned my papers and said 
to enjoy my holiday. PHEW, a lucky break!
My campsite was one I had visited before, just outside the little 
town of Malaucene which itself sits at the western end of Mont 
Ventoux, and a good base from which to explore the Provence 
area, as well as climbing the mountain.
The new tent presented me with the challenge of how to put it up. 
A similar one was erected in the shop, and a few diagrams came 
with it, but I still was at the bottom of the learning curve, so it 
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took me a while, but I got there in the end. It made me appreciate the speed with which 
my damaged one goes up.
0 miles on the bike, lots in the car.

Saturday 1 July.
It was quite cool at first as I set out via Malaucene to climb Mont Ventoux, known as 
“The Giant of Provence”, via Bedoin and Chalet Reynard. I had done this major climb 
about 11 years ago when I was on a cycle camping trip and on a bike with a triple 
chainset and low gears. I had also gone up the other way round, the next day. I knew it 
was a big climb, but the intervening 11 years have had a massive impact on my strength 
levels, and I really struggled today. The first part, to the village of Bedoin, is not hard, 
but it does climb a bit. When I got there, I thought about a short stop to enjoy the 
atmosphere of the cafes and small shops in the now warm sunshine but thought at only 
about 8 miles from the start, it was too soon. “I'll stop at Chalet Reynard, which is 
halfway up the climb at about 18 miles that should be OK”, I said to myself. well, after 
Bedoin it just goes up and up and up without any respite. The wind was behind me 
which helped, but also made me very hot. I'll admit to having to stop at one point  to 
ease the pain, and also to investigate a small building at the roadside. This had been 
made into a little photo museum of the motor races that have been held up the climb 
since 1907. The black and white pictures of the cars and occupants, leading right up to 
recent (1970s) times were very interesting. The fact that this gave me a few minutes to 
recuperate was entirely coincidental(!) The pain and gradient continued all the way to 
Chalet Reynard, which is really just a cafe, cum bar, cum basic restaurant sited on a 
road junction. When I crawled up the final metres to it, there was no thought of just 

years previously, the cafe wasn't open and I just carried on, but not now. Cyclists were 
coming and going all the time, plus groups of motorcyclists on their noisy machines. I 
was approached by a middle aged Dutchman who had obviously spotted someone who 

him. Had I got a chain tool because his friend had broken his chain? Yes, I do carry one 
and lent it to him but advised him if it was a 10 speed chain, a “quick link” should be 
used, but I realised I didn't have the usual one with me, so couldn't help. Nevertheless 
he rejoined the chain, I told him to only pedal gently, fortunately they were going down, 
not up, so they probably did make it back to their hotel. As soon as I got home I put a 

used my spare last year and had forgotten to 
put another one back in the kit on the bike.
From Chalet Reynard, where my chicken 
and salad sandwich and can of Fanta went 
down easily, the climb continues the 4 miles 
to the summit. This was quite exposed to 
the, by now, cold wind but I felt it was a 
slightly easier gradient. Not long before the 
summit is the Tom Simpson Memorial. For 
those who don't know, Simpson was The motor race photos hut
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Britain's best racing cyclist in the 1960s and our first ever World Road Race Champion. 
He was a boyhood hero of mine, but collapsed at this very spot in the 1967 Tour de 
France of heat exhaustion, dehydration and drug misuse, and subsequently died. I had 
been riding just behind another guy for a little way, and we both stopped to look at the 
memorial and I found out he was from Stoke on Trent, and in fact this was his second 
time past here today! He was doing a very long ride but had underestimated how hard 
this climb was when he planned the route. We both took each other’s photos on our 
cameras beside the memorial. The final short distance to the top was pretty cold and 
exposed to the wind. I had forgotten that just before the summit, the road passed a point 
called the Col des Tempetes at 1830 m, so as usual I grabbed a quick picture. The views 
to the north at this point are really something different. The whole area has lots of 
conical hills shaped something like piles of salt and is named on the map as the 
“Baronnies” and an area with which I am  I not at all familiar. The top of Mont Ventoux 
is a cold and windy place, often shrouded in mist but only the first two were present the 
few minutes I was there. The summit is often used as a finish in the Tour de France and 
I'm sure is a very welcome sight to those poor souls struggling to stay with the stars as 
they romp up it. Quick photos beside the 
sign proclaiming the 1909 m height were 
taken, and a puzzled look at a motorcyclist 
doing the same (is there any great 
achievement in blasting up there on a 
powerful motorbike?) and we set off 
again, him going back the way we had 
come, I carrying on round the circuit back 
to Malaucene. My windproof jacket had 
been on since Chalet Reynard, and as I 
started the plunge back to the lower 
ground, wished I also had gloves on. It 
was very cold until I lost enough height to 
be able to feel the heat lower down. For 
those who have never experienced it, the 
sensation of feeling the heat go up, sometimes hitting you in waves, as you descend fast 
from a great height, is quite extraordinary.  I had climbed directly up from Malaucene 
before and thought it harder than from Bedoin, today's route, and that thought was still 
in my mind as I shot down the twisty hairpins and steep slopes. By the relatively short 
time I was back in Malaucene, I was warm again. My route took me back through the 
centre of Malaucene which was bustling with cyclists and shoppers enjoying the warm 
sunshine so I thought I would join them and sat at a cafe table. Within seconds I had to 
take my jacket off because it was so warm but then had to move because I had sat at a 
restaurant table, not a cafe one! Eventually I found a cafe table, but after waiting a few 
minutes for service abandoned the idea and rode back to my tent.
When I got back to my tent I really did feel tired, but a shower, cup of tea and a 
sandwich put me back on my feet.
If I ever do this climb again, it will have to be on a bike with a triple chainset and lower 
gears. At 69 I must accept my limitations.

Tom Simpson Memorial
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36 miles, 1867 m climbing up to max height of 1912 m

Sunday 2 July
A windy night, but my location on the site was well sheltered, so other than the noise in 
the trees, no problem.
Having gone south of the Ventoux yesterday, I though I would do a northerly loop, but 
without climbing Ventoux again, or doing too much climbing. Having been intrigued by 
the area known as  “Baronnies” visible from the summit I decided I would go see. I 
worked out a circuit that was about 50 miles, without too much climbing and on 
hopefully quiet roads with a chance of somewhere for lunch halfway. This was north 
for a few miles, then through Entrechaux before bearing right and looping south around 
the Montagne de Bluye to Montbrun les Bains, then returning north over the Col des 

There was a large car boot sale setting up in Malaucene as I posted a card, and it was 
still there when I returned many hours later. I assume enough people buy this stuff to 
make it worthwhile but I can't see who wants the old junk that is offered. The day was 
warming nicely, and with a fairly active tailwind on my back I soon had to take a layer 
off. Entrechaux was also having a car boot sale, so they are obviously popular. The 
cafes were tempting, but having only done about 4 miles, continued up what was a very 
pleasant valley, but with more traffic than I expected although far from unpleasant. I 
soon realised I could see the summit of Ventoux from this road and took a few pictures. 
Further on were some of the lavender fields for which Provence is famous and tried 
hard to get a shot with the summit of Ventoux in the background but the top was 
shrouded in mist. My lunch stop, Montbrun les Bains, was a pleasant surprise. On the 
flat valley floor is modern Montbrun, but stacked up the overlooking hillside was 
medieval Montbrun with little narrow streets that only had room for people and 
donkeys. Cars had to park outside and their occupants take to their feet. The fortified 
bell tower (still working and chiming) still had its portcullis slot. (See photo p26) 
Perched above everything was the semi-ruined castle, but still occupied. On a terrace 
overlooking the valley was a small restaurant, and although I had food with me, 
couldn't resist a salad in the sunshine served by pretty girls with short skirts and smiles 
on their faces.
The return tomorrow me back partway along my outward route, but by now, the mist on 
Ventoux had lifted and I got my photo of lavender fields and Ventoux before they split. 
I had obviously climbed to Montbrun but without any great effort, because much of my 
return was downhill, apart from a little climb over the Col des Aires at 634 m, and a 
little later the Col de Fontaube at 635 m but the latter had no sign. Just after this, the 
hairpin bends came in a rush and concentration had to be maintained if I was to get 
back in one piece. Entrechaux's car boot was still there, but held no interest for me. 
What did interest me was a cafe, but the only one I could see was right on the road and 
in the wind, so didn't bother, preferring to get back.
53 mls,. 1197 m climbed, 635 m max height.
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Monday 3 July
Today I moved across much of southern France to get to Nice in preparation for my trip 
to Geneva on Wednesday.
As such it was, other than about 4 hrs of driving in the growing heat, not much of a day. 
On arriving at the site, picked purely for its proximity to Nice airport car park albeit 
still 13 miles away, the reception was shut, but fortunately someone told me where to 
pitch and come back later. Erecting the still new tent was a bit quicker this time, but 
even though the site was well shaded with pine trees, very hot. There are at least two 
things I find really annoying about French campsites.
1 : they never provide toilet paper, so you have to remember to take yours with you,, or 
have to come back for it, and
2 : there are never any plugs in the sinks except on the rare occasions when the plug is 
one of the built-in type and then only if it works! This must waste a lot of water, which 
if it’s hot water, is also a waste of electricity.
Having booked in and paid more per night than anywhere else this holiday, I just had a 
very easy day, reading and refreshing. The site had a small restaurant and as I couldn't 

surprisingly good for a campsite, washed down with a couple of beers.
In anticipation of my forthcoming adventure riding over the Alps, I gave my bike a 
quick clean and fitted a new chain. At one time, when chains were expensive and 
freewheel assemblies cheap, I just used to ride both to destruction and then fit new ones 

Montbrun les Bains
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of each. But now the reverse is true, I use a chain gauge to know when to replace the 
chain, which is about every 3000 miles, and that way I can usually get 3 chains to every 
freewheel assembly. After that, the new chain jumps on the teeth of the freewheel. By 

0 miles

Tuesday 4 July
Well, the new rear tyre I fitted only just a week ago didn't last long before the local 
builders found it. A large, sharp, self tapping screw such as builders use to fix steel 
cladding had embedded itself in my rear tyre and before I had even come to a stop, the 
tyre was flat. I dare not risk a tyre with a cut on a major holiday, so had to fit one of the 
new ones I had bought only a week ago!
I had decided I wanted another easy day, but also to make sure I knew where the long 
term car park and train station were, so that I wouldn't be panicking in the morning. 
Both were relatively easy to find except that the wonderful cycle lanes that run all the 
way along the Promenade des Anglais on Nice’s coast road were being 
modified/improved. Now, when that task is done in the UK, it's normally done in 
sections, but that is often not the continental way. They go for the lot, all in one go, no 
matter how far that may be! As the Promenade is many miles long, this means forever 
bumping up and down ramps and kerbs, being squeezed between bollards and having to 
share narrower and narrower paths with meandering pedestrians, in-line skaters, joggers 
and anyone else.
It was another hot and cloudless sky 
day, and even the 300m descent to 
the coast got me hot. Nice, like all 
big cities has its good bits and not so 
good bits and I kept a very close eye 
on my bike whilst sat at a baker's 
eating a sandwich near the station.
Cycle Taxis were in evidence in the 
City centre and seemed to be quite 
popular.
The last time I was here it was 
midnight and I was with a group 
having just got off the ferry from 
Corsica. Whilst eating an ice cream 
on the wall overlooking the ferry terminal I watched what may well have been the very 
ferry I had used, arrive and the skilful manoeuvring needed to bring it into its berth.
If I had been hot before (and I was), I was melting by the time I had climbed back up 
the 300m to the campsite.
Later that night I packed away as much as I could to avoid any delay in the morning.
37 miles, 390m climbing.

To be continued

A cycle taxi
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Leicestershire & Rutland CTC Events 2019
 
3 March  Sulley Challenge Rides     P Witting
23 March  Prizegiving         John Allen
28 April  30km, Freewheel & Back to Fuschia  tba
19 May   Meriden Service       tba
June (TBA) 50/100mls Tri Vets Ride     Neil Dixon
1 Sept   East Midlands Region CTC Audax UK 200kms 

and 100kms,         Ian Hill
15 September President’s Ride 
TBA        LCA Over 60s Reunion   Eileen Johnson
TBA   Phil Allen Memorial Ride (25 & 16mls off road) 

John Allen and Keith Lakin
9 November Photographic Competition  Ron Johnson
9 November CTC AGM      Ray Clay
18 Nov   Leics & Rutland CTC AGM, Botcheston, Leics
TBA   Carol Service. 
22* Dec  Mince Pie Meet, E Mids Region event, Belton VH,  
    Leics* from 10.30am    (date to be confirmed)

*(E Mids CTC event, very popular)

WANTED - Your Photos
As I hope you have noticed, more photos are appearing in Cycle Chat but 
we constantly need more. The advent of digital photography has made taking, 
manipulating, distributing and reproducing the images easy these days, so 
there is no excuse for not giving your work a wider audience.
If you have some cycling related shots (not views) that would be suitable 
for publication and you would like to share, email them 
to davebinks@ntlworld.com
Images must be in .jpg format (every digital camera does 
that automatically) and I must have both the name of the 
photographer and his/her permission to use it. I am 
particularly keen to see work that has been shot in vertical 
format because then it can be used on the front cover!
To keep costs down, only shots printed on the outer covers 
are in colour, but I can convert any others to black & white.
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We need YOUR contribution
Cycle Chat is written and edited by volunteers, not paid correspondents. Your 75p 
per copy hardly even covers the cost of printing and posting, it certainly doesn’t 
leave enough to pay anyone.

Without sufficient input from our members and readers (you), Cycle Chat will just 
fade away. Don’t just leave it to others all the time.

We need items from you, yes YOU!

Anything with a loose connection to cycling is welcome. Your best/worst ride; your 
best/worst route/cycling holiday; your favourite or worst bit of kit; a recipe that 
would be particularly appealing to other cyclists; tips; things to avoid; photos with a 
cycling content (not just views); reminiscences of bygone days; letters of praise, or 
complaint; requests for info; etc, etc; or anything else that springs to mind.

Don’t worry about your spelling or grammar; that is easily corrected by the editor 
who will also do the layout and make it look really good on the printed page.

With most having access to a computer, writing a story is easy, you don’t have to do 
it all in one go. A good technique is to write down the bare bones, then go back and 
gradually fill in the details over the space of a week or two, thus letting your 
subconscious work away in the background.

Yes, we ARE interested in what you have to say.

Please send whatever you have to the Editor. Address etc inside front cover. 

Cycle Chat is the quarterly magazine of the
Leicestershire & Rutland Cyclists’ Touring Club

Editor:   Dave Binks,    davebinks@ntlworld.com    tel; 0116 2296015
92 Balmoral Rd, Mountsorrel, Loughborough, Leics, LE12 7EN     
Advertising and distribution: Aileen Andrews  -  tel: 0116 2865738
All contributions are welcome, send them to The Editor who reserves the right to amend 
copy for legal or production reasons.
Contributions should be in “MS Word” or similar, or neatly handwritten. Typed copy, 
CDs or flash drives are also welcome (CDs and drives will be returned). Please ensure 
Excel tables and PDF files are legible on an A5 page size. Photos, in .jpg format, with the 
photographer’s name and permission are welcome. 
All contributions should be accompanied by the writer’s name, address, telephone number 
or e-mail. If not stated, the photos are by the article’s author. We try to acknowledge photo 
copyright whenever possible. If there is a problem, we apologise and ask you to contact 
us immediately. 
Views expressed in letters, articles or editorial are not necessarily those of the 
Leicestershire & Rutland CTC.
Printed by Teamprint, Loughborough 01509 261425 
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Annual Prize 
Presentation 

and Skittles Night
23 March

see separate (loose) sheet for details

Photo Award Winners
Smith Trophy: 1 & 2 John Allen, 3 Alan Hartshorne
Club Life: Alan Haywood Rosebowl: 1 John Hartshorne, 2 Alan Hartshorne,        
3 Jim Gerrard
Humorous: Sue Greaves Shield: 1 Alan Hartshorne, 2 & 3 John Allen
Wildlife: George Clownes Tray: 1 & 2 Alan Hartshorne,  3 John Hartshorne

Other Awards
Cycle Chat award: Doman Trophy: 1 "New Cyclists of the 21st Century": Peter 
Hopkins        2 "From Manche to Med and back by tandem": Rosy Gray
3 "A tour of Scotland with a few taxi, train and ferry trips": Neil Dixon and Judy 
Dawson
100 miles Challenge ride: Oldest Gent: Moulds tankard : Roger Pullin
                                        : Oldest Lady: Moulds Rosebowl: Gill Lord
                                        : Youngest rider: Joe Upton cup: Judith Lake
Phil Allen Memorial Off Road rides: 

Oldest Gent, longer distance Percy Franklin cup: Peter Witting
              Oldest Lady: Hollander cup: Pearl Thompson
County CTC Medals: Gold: None awarded
                                : Silver:  Neil Dixon
                                : Bronze: Gill Lord, Richard Gorman,

Peter Witting,  Alan Hartshorne
Ladies B.A.R.: Heggs trophy: To be announced
Overall B.A.R.: Open Road trophy: To be 
announced
Hames Centenary Award: A lady for efforts for 
Leics CTC: To be announced
Club person of the Year: Seager trophy: To be 
announced
Phil Allen Memorial Award: Efforts in bringing 
Leics CTC members together: To be announced
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Back to the Fuchsia Rides

Sunday 

April 28th 2019

 Entry fees: Adults £3, under 18s £1
 Rides for all tastes, all starting and finishing at Thornton Nurseries 
(LE67 1AR) – “The Fuchsia Centre”

 Tea, coffee, soup etc available after 9.30 am.
 A couple of 25 mile legs, plus the Spring Rides of 30 miles (break at 
Twycross Zoo cafe) and 30 kilometres (20 miles)

 As in previous years, those riding to and from the event, in addition to 
one or more legs, will have their mileage for the day recorded on their 
certificate. 

 Starting times: from 9.00 am. But you can start when you like up to 
11.00 am

 A distance of 50 miles is the medal award counter.
 Toilets and car parking at the reservoir across the 
road.

Organised by John Allen 
01530 243384 

ivy_allen@yahoo.co.uk

This year’s Theme for the Annual Photographic 
Competition is 

 An unusual Building in            
   Leicestershire

Weird cottages, odd churches, tiny houses, strange stations, etc,……. 
Any of these or anything else you can think of.
Judging will take place at the Annual Photo Competition being held in 
conjunction with the AGM later in the year on November 16, 2019. 
More details of how to enter will follow later, but in the meantime, get 
snapping.
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THE SULLEY CHALLENGE RIDES

SUNDAY 3rd  MARCH 2019

Held in memory of David & Doreen Sulley.

This event is open to all – not just CTC members.
Entry fees: £4 and £1 for under 18s.

Choice of 100; 70; 50 and 32 kms routes
Control opens @ 0830 until 1000.  Closes at 1600.

Venue and start/finish: Wycliffe Rooms, 
George Street, Lutterworth. LE17 4ED

Toilets and some car parking at rear, more nearby, but

DO NOT USE MORRISONS CAR PARK
            

Routes will be as previous years and checked and updated as necessary on the 
website. You would be advised to recheck the event details on the website 

(www.ctclr.org.uk) prior to the event for any changes – especially in the event of a 
cancellation/ route changes, etc.

Organiser: Peter Witting.

0116 279 2867 or peterkwitting@hotmail.com

                      n             
Date  Start Meet  Destination    Leader 

Mar 10  10.00 Smbs  Rothley Station  

Mar 24  10.00 H.P.  Thrussington  

Apr 7         10.00   S.O.  Great Bowden  

Apr 20  10.00 B.X.R/  Mkt.Harborough          

May 5          9.30 W.H.S  Wymondham  

May 19    9.30 S.O.  Foxton  

Leicester Easy Riders

Contact Dave Smith  0116 2417908
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The deadline for the Summer issue of 
Cycle Chat is 1st May 2019
That edition will cover June, July & August 2019
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Date Start Eleven’s   Lunch     Leader 

03 Mar 9.30 W Burbage Common Market Bosworth  Jim 
03 Mar Lutterworth  Sulley  Challenge Rides  See Cycle Chat 
10 Mar 9.30 S Swarkestone  Newton Solney   Pete 
17 Mar 9.30 A Fradley    Lullington    Keith 
24 Mar 9.30 B Redhill Marina  Gotham     Martin 
31 Mar 9.30 M Arboretum   Barton Green   Nick 
07Apr 9.00 H Nuneaton   Stoke Golding   Jim 
14 Apr 9.00 A Swarkestone GC Lount Birthday Lunch Pete 
21 Apr 9.00 W Broughton Astley Shearsby    Keith 
28 Apr Thornton     Back to the Fuchsia  John Allen 
05 May Wroxham     May Week Away  Lyn 
12 May 9.00 B Prompt start 

Cow Shed Dale Abbey Horsley Woodhouse Martin 
19 May 9.00 M Fradley Junction Elford     Jim 
26 May 9.00 W Countesthorpe  Claybrooke Magna  Pete 
02 Jun Car Assist Bakewell   Monyash Hassop  Keith 
09 Jun 9.00 A Alrewas Arboretum Whittington    Nick 
16 Jun 9.00 B Nice Pie   Colston Bassett   Martin 
23 Jun 9.00 S Markeaton Park  Dalbury Lees   Lyn 
30 Jun Car Assist 

Desborough  East Carlton Park  Kings Cliff        Jim 
     
A – Ashby HSBC     B – Belton Church H – Heather Church
M – DFS Measham S – Lount X Roads W–Bagworth Village Hall

Assistant Secretary:  Martin Bulmer, 2 Ashdale, Thringstone, Leics, LE67 8LW. 
07719 875167

Charnwood Runs List

Keith Lakin

As we go to press, reports are coming in that Keith 
Lakin, one of the stalwarts of Leicestershire & Rutland 
CTC, has died following a stroke. He leaves his wife 
Jean, and daughter Leila, themselves strong CTC 
supporters.

We hope to publish a full obituary in a later edition. 


